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a b s t r a c t

Dissolution of underground cavities by ground water (or solutions) may cause environmental problems
and geological hazards. Efficient modeling and numerical solving of such phenomena are critical for risk
analysis. To solve the cavity dissolution problems, we propose to use a porous medium based local non-
equilibrium diffuse interface method (DIM) which does not need to track the dissolution fronts explicitly
as the sharp front methods (such as ALE). To reduce the grid blocks when using the DIM method, an
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) method is used to have higher resolutions following the moving fronts.
An efficient fully implicit scheme is used by taking care of the velocities across the gridblock interfaces
on the AMR grid. Numerical examples of salt dissolution under different flow conditions were performed
to validate the modeling and numerical solving. Core-scale and reservoir-scale cases were carried out to
study themass transport and the evolution of the profiles of the dissolution fronts. Gravity-driven physical
instabilities are found to bemore strong in the infinite channelwith upper and lower planes than in the 3D
tube configuration under the same condition. The implementations with the AMRmethod also showed a
very good computational efficiency, while obtaining good agreement with the finest-grid solutions.

1. Introduction

Cavity dissolution problems are very common in fluid–solid
systems, for instance, karstification [1], mining [2], CO2 storage
[3,4], rock weathering by flowing groundwater or other chemi-
cal solutions [5,6], etc. In these cases, the growth of underground
cavities may cause geological disasters and environmental prob-
lems [7–9]; thus, accurate description and prediction of such phe-
nomena are crucial for risk analysis. In this paper, we focus on the
study of the evolution of the fluid–solid fronts caused by dissolu-
tion, e.g., water flushing the halite deposit. Two types of cavities
exist in the nature: (i) a region within a porous medium in which
the soluble material has been dissolved, leaving a cavity formed
of insoluble material with a large porosity; (ii) a true void cavern
space created by the dissolving liquid into a purely soluble solid
domain.
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The type (i) cavity dissolutionmay bemodeled by amacro-scale

porous medium theory involving averaged equations and effective

properties. Porousmedia dissolutionmodels have been introduced

and used widely on a heuristic basis. A thorough derivation may

be achieved by using mathematical upscaling techniques. For

example, volume averaging in [10–12] leads to different models,

e.g., local equilibrium models, and local non-equilibrium models.

In the latter models, the true dissolution front thickness, i.e., the

region where porosity varies due to dissolution, is controlled

mainly by a mass exchange term [13–16].

The type (ii) cavity dissolutionmay bemodeled using either the

sharp front methods [17–19] or the cellular automaton methods

[20,21] and the diffuse interface methods[22]. In typical sharp

front methods, like for instance those based on the Arbitrary

Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) framework [17], the position of the

interface with zero thickness is explicitly tracked and is part

of the mesh boundaries. These methods are often inefficient in

some applications, especially when the shape or the evolution

in time and space of the interfaces is complex and not smooth,

e.g., the peakswith sharp angles [23]. The geometrical singularities



induced by differential dissolution can be overcome by using the
transport of a phase indicator, like in a Volume Of Fluid (VOF)
method [24]. However, in such cases numerical diffusion generates
interface diffusion that must be controlled through the use of
compressive schemes and reconstruction procedures. Complex
mathematical reconstruction may be carried out using Level-set
methods [25–27]. In contrary to requiring the special treatment
to the interface by the sharp-front methods, the diffuse interface
methods (DIM) generate global PDEs for the flow by smoothing
the interface as a diffuse layer where some quantities, especially
a scalar field that plays the role of the phase indicator, vary
rapidly but continuously [28–30]. The continuous nature of the
DIM equations solved is certainly an advantage since a dissolution
problem can be solved on a fixed grid without a peculiar treatment
of the equations in the neighborhood of the dissolution front.
This feature is comprehensively discussed in [31], in which a DIM
method was proposed based on the local non-equilibrium porous
medium theories, such as those originally being used for the type
(i) cavity dissolutions, to model the type (ii) cavity dissolutions. It
was found out that if the mass exchange term becomes very large,
the resulting dissolution front becomes thinner, thus reproducing
the kind of sharp dissolution fronts encountered in the purely
liquid–solid dissolution problem. Also, after a short transient
regime, the thickness of the dissolution front becomes a constant
and that the front velocity becomes close to the one of the sharp
dissolution interface problem.

Currently, most previous studies on type (ii) dissolutions are
limited to pore-scale problems, but few are for large scales.
Also, simulations of three-dimensional dissolution cases are rarely
in the literature. However, the practical cavity dissolutions are
often found with large scales, for instance, large caverns due to
dissolution are reported in various countries [32,33], which belong
to the type (ii) cavity dissolutions. Therefore, it is desirable for this
paper to attempt a study for the modeling of the large-scale cavity
dissolution and the efficient numerical simulation of the processes
in both time and space. Of course, the DIM models are preferred
for numerical implementations because of the continuous nature
of the equations. Also, cavities often have locally non-differentiable
surfaces which are difficult to be handledwith an explicit interface
(sharp front) treatment. Nevertheless, inherently to the DIM
approaches, the dissolution front is characterized by a strong
porosity gradient in the dissolution front area; thus, accurate
numerical solutions would require fine grids in the regions where
the dissolution fronts are likely to progress. This need for fine grids
is also enforced by the fact that the dissolution boundary layermay
be thin because of the low liquid diffusion/dispersion coefficient
and large length-scale involved. These requirements may lead to
the use of quite homogeneous fine grids, thus counter balancing
the advantage of DIM. To tackle this limitation, an efficient solution
is the use of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR), in which the
refinement will take into account, at least, the porosity gradient,
in order to follow the dissolution front, and the concentration
gradient, to have an accurate estimate of themass fluxes and hence
the dissolution velocity.

The applications of AMRhave covered lots of physical problems,
such as shock hydrodynamics analysis [34,35], compressible
flow [36], turbulent flow [37], flow in porous media [38–40], and
oil displacement [41,42]. The AMR methods can be distinguished
into two categories: patch-based and cell-based. The patch-based
AMR methods solve the problem separately on different patches
of the domain under different grid refinement levels, and the
solutions are coupled through the interior boundaries using
interpolations in space and time [34,43,44]. They are often used to
solve the Navier–Stokes equations and hyperbolic equations. The
cell-based AMR methods, which are frequently applied to porous
media flows [39,42], use one-coupled system (one grid) for all

the grid blocks under different levels. The cell-based methods are
efficientwhen the problems are solved implicitly, because the time
step is not so restricted by the size of the fine grid blocks.

In this paper, we use the cell-based AMR for the DIM model
with a fully implicit solving, considering that the mass exchange
terms have strong impact on all the balance equations and the
unknown variables are strongly coupled. We develop a new cell-
based AMR algorithm, which is more advantageous to solve fully
implicitly the balance equations to ensure the mass conservation.
An important aspect of the cell-based AMR is to calculate accurate
fluxes across the block interfaces when blocks from different
AMR levels are involved. Nevertheless, some of the cell-based
AMR algorithms are relatively inaccurate when computing the
velocity flux (with Darcy’s Law) across the cell interfaces as the
cell-centered nodes of different levels are not along the same
straight line. For example, Forsyth and Sammon [41] computed
the interface velocity with Darcy’s Law using the pressure (or
potential) difference evaluated at two cell-centered nodes, which
was pointed out that the truncation error is large. Durbin and
Iaccarino [37,39] improved the accuracy using the reconstruction
and bi-linear extrapolation of solutions of hanging nodes with
anisotropic refinement. It showed globally O(h2) errors where
h represents the characteristic length of the grid block. In this
paper, to respect the physical pressure drop along the coarse
blocks, we develop an accurate scheme to compute the flux on the
interfaces by performing an integration to the pressure along the
path between the central and auxiliary points of a coarse blockwith
the help of Darcy’s Law. More details can be found in Section 4.

The paper is organized as follows. First the original dissolution
model and the diffuse interface dissolutionmodel based on porous
medium theory are introduced briefly, since it has been discussed
elsewhere in the literature. Then, the AMR algorithm is presented,
the focus being more on the problems specific to dissolution
models. Finally, simulation examples are provided which give
some insight on the use of DIM–AMR models.

2. Solid–liquid dissolution model

The original mathematical dissolution problem is characterized
by the existence of separate fluid and solid phases, denoted by l
and s. The solid chemical species dissolves into the fluid phase. As
a minimal example, we will consider a single component in the
solid phase, denoted A, and a binary mixture in the liquid phase.
The total mass balance equation for the liquid phase of density ρl

flowing at velocity vl is written as follows

∂ρl

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρlvl) = 0, (1)

and the mass balance equation for chemical species A in the liquid
phase is

∂ (ρlωAl)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρlωAlvl − ρlDAl∇ωAl) = 0 (2)

where ωAl represents the mass fraction of species A in the liquid
phase and DAl is the liquid binary diffusion coefficient.

The mass balance equation for the solid phase of density ρs is
the following:

∂ρs

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρsvs) = 0 (3)

where the solid velocity, vs, is normally regarded as zero in most
cases (in a non moving reference frame).

In the case under consideration, we suppose that the solid
dissolution is mainly controlled by thermodynamic equilibrium
at the solid–liquid interface. In such a case, this translates into



a simple Dirichlet condition for the species concentration at the
solid–liquid interface:

ωAl = ωeq at Γls (4)

where ωeq represents the equilibrium mass fraction of species A
and Γls denotes the solid–liquid interface.

The mass balance for species A at the solid–liquid interface
gives:

(ρlωAlvl − ρlDAl∇ωAl) · nls = ρsωAs(vs − w) · nls at Γls (5)

where nls represents the normal vector at the liquid–solid
interface, and w the velocity of the interface. The total mass
balance at the solid–liquid interface gives:

ρl (vl − w) · nls = ρs(vs − w) · nls at Γls. (6)

The problem has to be completed with momentum balance
equations, Navier–Stokes equations for instance, and the no-slip
boundary condition at the solid–liquid interface gives:

vl − nlsnls · vl = 0 at Γls (7)

which means that the velocity at the interface is only along the
normal direction.

3. Diffuse interface model for the solid–liquid dissolution

problem

Luo et al. [31] proposed a DIM method based on the use of
a non-equilibrium porous medium theory. The sharp interface
solid–liquid problem described in Section 2 is replaced by a porous
medium problem where the varying porosity plays the role of
a phase indicator, i.e., it gets close to 1 in a pure fluid domain
and gets close to zero in a pure solid domain. This DIM method
is better understood as the upscaling of the original equations
in the framework of a volume averaging theory [12,15]. We
briefly present the fundamental results to clarify the notations
and concepts and we refer the reader to Luo et al. [31] for further
details.

The DIM equations which are written for the upscaling of the
mass balances of solid phase, liquid phase, and species A in the
liquid phase, can be expressed in the following forms, respectively:

−ρs

∂εl

∂t
= −ρlα(Ωeq −ΩAl) (8)

∂εlρl

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρlVl) = ρlα(Ωeq −ΩAl) (9)

εlρl

∂ΩAl

∂t
+ ∇ · (ΩAlρlVl)

= ∇ ·
(

εlρlD
∗
Al · ∇ΩAl

)

+ ρlα(1 −ΩAl)(Ωeq −ΩAl) (10)

where εl is the volume fraction of the liquid phase, ΩAl is the
intrinsic average of the mass fraction, and Vl is the average of
the liquid velocity,Ωeq is the equilibrium mass fraction of species
A on the solid–liquid interface, and ρl and ρs are the liquid and
solid densities, respectively. For a binary system (a species and the
water), it is easy to define the equilibrium concentration Ωeq by
using the saturated concentration. For a system with more than
two species, the model and the mass exchange terms become
more complicated, depending on themulticomponent equilibrium
diagram. Theoretical extensions have been proposed for simple
cases such as systems obeying Raoult’s or Henry’s law [45,46].

The primary unknowns of Eqs. (8)–(10) are εl, Pl, and ΩAl,
respectively, where Pl is the pressure of the liquid phase. In this
DIM model, εl plays the role of a phase indicator, the pure liquid
phase being represented by εl = 1 while the pure solid phase is
represented by εl = 0. α is the mass exchange coefficient in s−1,

and it is a function of εl. Various expressions have been discussed
in [31]. We adopt the following expression:

α = α0

(

1 − ε2l
)

(11)

where α0 is a constant, while many other choices may be taken
without changing significantly the solution of the problem. It
must also be remembered that these expressions have physical
meanings when dealing with true porous media dissolution
problems, as illustrated in [15].

For a preliminary study, we use a general model [47] to give the
effective diffusion/dispersion coefficient, D∗

Al, which is

D∗
Al = εlDAlI +

αL

|Vl|
diag(Vl ⊗ Vl) (12)

where DAl is the molecular diffusion coefficient of the species A in
the liquid phase l, αL is the longitude dispersivity, and the operator
diag returns the diagonal matrix. The transverse dispersivity is
ignored in this expression for simplicity. When Péclet number of
the flow is small, the former term is in domination; otherwise, the
latter term is significant.

For themomentumbalance equation, we adopt a simple porous
mediummodel and the liquid velocityVl is calculated usingDarcy’s
law,

−
(

∇Pl − ρ∗
l g

)

− µ∗
l K

−1 · Vl = 0 (13)

where ρ∗
l and µ∗

l refer to the macro-scale density and dynamic
viscosity of the liquid, respectively, and the permeability tensor
K is assumed, for the DIM, as isotropic and obeying the following
expression

K =
ε2l l

2
c

3
I (14)

where lc represents the flow characteristic length-scale. Zhao
et al. [48] validated the using of Darcy’s Law for solid–liquid
dissolution problems in the presence of bulk liquid areas, as
dissolution is caused mainly by the mass transport around the
solid–liquid interfaces. Other choices for themomentumequations
are also possible function on the problem under consideration,
like Navier–Stokes or Stokes equations with a permeability term,
which is used as a penalization term to reproduce the no-flow
condition in the solid phase if there is no real porous medium in
the problem [49].

According to the discussion in [31], the interface thickness is
mainly controlled by the mass exchange coefficient, in particular
by the expression in Eq. (11). The mass exchange coefficient can
be artificially increased in order to sharpen the interface, but
its value should not be too large in order that the dissolution
front covers at least two to three grid blocks. This is necessary
for the numerical convergence of the scheme. The size of the
gridblocks necessary to achieve good accuracy depends on the
physical problem under consideration. For instance, if the mass
boundary layer is thick, one may accept to increase the thickness
of the dissolution zone and hence use coarser grids. However,
convective plumes may be initiated within thin boundary layers,
thus calling for a fine grid resolution in or near the dissolution
front. Since the front moves within the domain, this would require
the use of fine gridblocks everywhere where the front is expected.
This may require the use of rather fine grids for the entire domain,
with the result that computational performances would become
very poor. One elegant way of bypassing this drawback would be
the introduction of Adaptive Mesh Refinement with refinement
criteria triggered by the dissolution front and boundary layer
characteristic lengths, i.e., porosity and concentration gradients.
We discuss the implementation of such an AMR algorithm in the
next section, based on a finite volumediscretization of the involved
PDEs.



Fig. 1. An example of an AMR grid with 3 levels.

4. Adaptive mesh refinement

The AMR grid system (see Fig. 1) is based on a combination of
Cartesian grid blocks under different levels from the coarsest grid
level (named level = 1) to the finest grid level (named level =
lmax). Only part of the grid blocks in a certain level will be activated
according to a user-defined refinement criterion, and the set of
active grid blocks from all the levels make a compact cover of
the whole computational domain. For numerical convenience,
the maximum level number, lmax, is also a user-defined value,
which can easily be modified and may be adapted to a requested
accuracy and computational efficiency. In order to have a simpler
interface topology, we adopt a 2:1 ratio for the mesh sizes
between two adjacent grid levels. The ratio 2:1 is chosen also
because it allows for fast indexing and searching, and it leads to
more straightforward integration schemes across the fine/coarse
boundaries, while higher ratiosmay lead to reductions in accuracy.
Different grid levelswill be solved simultaneouslywith an identical
time step. At each time step, we solve the whole domain fully
implicitly and then perform the regridding according to the
refinement criteria.

4.1. A fully implicit scheme to solve the PDE equations

We solve the problem in the whole computational domain
for all the active-cell variables. Special care must be taken to
the coupling at interfaces between gridblocks of different levels.
In the following, we present the finite volume scheme used for
the equation discretization in the two dimensional case. This
scheme can be easily extended to three-dimensional cases. The
Newton–Raphson method is used for solving the resulting non-
linear equations.

Eq. (8) is an ODE and we solve it using a simple Euler implicit
scheme

[ρsεl]
t+1t
i,j − [ρsεl]

t
i,j = 1t

[

ρlα(Ωeq −ΩAl)
]t+1t

i,j
(15)

where the subscript i, j refers to the actual gridblock. Higher
order ODE solvers can be used if necessary, but the coupling
between porosity and concentration in the above equation limits
the possibilities. The solid density ρs may be variable in general but
in our cases we consider it as a constant.

The discretization of Eq. (9) will be performed with Eq. (13)
altogether. In the scope of the AMR grid, one particular issue is the
calculation of fluid velocity fluxes across the interfaces between
the grid blocks of different levels, such as the pattern illustrated in
Fig. 2. A traditional approach was to directly calculate the pressure
difference using the cell-centered pressure values or to apply

Fig. 2. Scheme for the calculation of the velocity flux at the grid block interface for

adjacent levels.

interpolation formulas to obtain the values on the interfaces [41].

However, it has been recognized that such methods lead to

inaccurate fluxes, which can be increased by different factors

like, for instance, the heterogeneity of the transport properties,

unstable flows induced by gravity forces, the connecting line of

the two center points being far away from the center of the

interface. To overcome the limitation, we propose a special scheme

to compute the flux at the interfaces, which can be found in the

Appendix.

The velocity is then substituted into the total liquid mass
balance equation (9). Its discretized form can be finally expressed
as follows
{

[εlρl]
t+1t
i,j − [εlρl]

t
i,j

}

1xi,j1yi,j

+
[

(ρlul)
t+1t
i,j;e − (ρlul)

t+1t
i,j;w

]

1t1yi,j

+
[

(ρlvl)
t+1t
i,j;n − (ρlvl)

t+1t
i,j;s

]

1t1xi,j

=
[

ρlα(Ωeq −ΩAl)
]t+1t

i,j
1t1xi,j1yi,j (16)

where the liquid density ρl varies with time because it is a function

of concentration. In Eq. (16), if there are two neighbor grids at one

side, say east, (ρlul)
t+1t
i,j;e is taken as the average of (ρlul)

t+1t
i,j;es and

(ρlul)
t+1t
i,j;en .

For the discretization of the mass balance equation of species
A, Eq. (10), we use a second-order scheme for the diffusion term
and an upstream weighting scheme for the convection term.
Since these schemes are rather classical, we do not give many
mathematical details. Accordingly, we discretize Eq. (10) as:
{

[εlρlΩAl]
t+1t
i,j − [εlρlΩAl]

t
i,j

}

1xi,j1yi,j

+ [ρlul]
t+1t
ups ·

[

(ΩAl)i,j;e − (ΩAl)i,j;w
]t+1t

1t1yi,j

+ [ρlvl]
t+1t
ups ·

[

(ΩAl)i,j;n − (ΩAl)i,j;s
]t+1t

1t1xi,j

= 21t1xi,j1yi,j

{

(

εlρlD
∗
Al

)

i,j;e

[

(ΩAl)i,j;E − (ΩAl)i,j
]

1xi,j +1xe

−
(

εlρlD
∗
Al

)

i,j;w

[

(ΩAl)i,j − (ΩAl)i,j;W
]

1xi,j +1xe

}t+1t

+ 21t1xi,j1yi,j

{

(

εlρlD
∗
Al

)

i,j;n

[

(ΩAl)i,j;N − (ΩAl)i,j
]

1yi,j +1yn

−
(

εlρlD
∗
Al

)

i,j;s

[

(ΩAl)i,j − (ΩAl)i,j;S
]

1yi,j +1ys

}t+1t

+1t1xi,j1yi,j
[

ρlα(1 −ΩAl)(Ωeq −ΩAl)
]t+1t

i,j
. (17)

In Eq. (17), the properties, e.g., εlρD
∗
Al, on the interfaces are

calculated by harmonic averages of the point values on both
sides. The upstream weighting expressions are obtained from the



upstream direction, for example,

[ρlul]
t+1t
ups ·

[

(ΩAl)i,j;e − (ΩAl)i,j;w
]t+1t

=



















[ρlul]
t+1t
i,j;w ·

[

(ΩAl)i,j − (ΩAl)i,j;W
]t+1t

if
(

[ul]i,j;w + [ul]i,j;e
)

≥ 0

[ρlul]
t+1t
i,j;e ·

[

(ΩAl)i,j;E − (ΩAl)i,j
]t+1t

if
(

[ul]i,j;w + [ul]i,j;e
)

< 0.

(18)

In Eqs. (17) and (18), if there are two neighboring grid
blocks at one side, say east, the quantities with subscript e, e.g.,
[ψ]i,j;e , [ψ]i,j;E , are taken as the average of [ψ]i,j;es and [ψ]i,j;en, and
the average of [ψ]i,j;ES and [ψ]i,j;EN , respectively. We are able to
make this simplification because the variation of the quantities in
a coarse grid block is small, as controlled by the refinement criteria.

Eq. (15) through Eq. (18) are solved in a fully implicit manner
using the Newton–Raphson algorithm.

4.2. Regridding

Since the dissolution front is moving, the grid structure may
need to be updated with time to maintain a given accuracy.
Therefore, regridding should be performed at each time step
according to given refinement criteria. There are several types
of refinement criteria. Some AMR methods use Richardson
extrapolation [34] to estimate the local truncation errors and
determine where the solution accuracy is insufficient. It may
produce larger refined regions than desired for some applications.
Another popular way is based on the values of the gradient of the
physical variables of interest [50]. Similar to the latter approach
but simpler to implement, we propose to use refinement criteria
based on the variations of the physical quantities, var_εl, var_ΩAl,
within a coarse block, such as

var_εl = max{εl}C − min{εl}C ∀ C ∈ Ĉi,j;lev (19)

var_ΩAl = max{ΩAl}C − min{ΩAl}C ∀ C ∈ Ĉi,j;lev (20)

in which {εl}C and {ΩAl}C are the interpolated values of the finest
gridblocks, interpolated from the values of the active coarse blocks
(coarser than the finest grid blocks) using a bi-linear interpolation

approach [39], which is simple and fast. Ĉi,j;lev represents the
extended domain (marked with a blue rectangular frame in Fig. 3)
that includes Ci,j;lev (the domain of a coarse grid block which is
located at i, j at refinement level = lev and marked with a red
rectangular frame in Fig. 3) and its neighboring finest cells. In the
formula above, ‘‘max’’ refers to the maximum value and ‘‘min’’
refers to the minimum value in the relevant domain.

In order to decide about the next used AMR grid, the entire
domain is first scanned for all the coarse blocks. The variations
(Eqs. (19) and (20)) are calculated and, if the variations var_εl and

var_ΩAl in the extended domain of a coarse grid block, e.g., Ĉi,j, are
less than the refinement criteria values, then we can consider that
the physical quantities in this coarse grid are smooth enough so
that this coarse gridblock is marked as active. Otherwise, it will be
marked as inactive. Based on our practice, the refinement criteria
can be chosen as var_εl 6 0.05 and var_ΩAl 6 0.1Ωeq. If all the
coarse gridblocks are marked as active, then the AMR grid remains
for the next time step. Otherwise, any inactive block will trigger
the generation of new AMR grid. Generating the new AMR grid
starts from the coarsest level to the finest one by marking the
gridblocks as active or inactive based on the refinement criteria. In
this manner, the originally coarse gridblocks could be refined and
the originally fine gridblocks could be coarsened. It is mentioned
that when generating the AMR grid, an additional requirement has
to be considered: the level difference between adjacent gridblocks

Fig. 3. A coarse grid block Ci,j and its extended region Ĉi,j . (For interpretation of the

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version

of this article.)

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the proposed AMR procedure.

cannot be greater than 1 in order to avoid a strong contrast
between adjacent mesh sizes.

The flowchart of the whole AMR procedure is shown in Fig. 4.
We mention that the values of the finest blocks from interpolation
are only used for regridding based on the refinement criteria. These
values will not be assigned to the active blocks unless the blocks
have changed in level.

5. Simulation examples

Salt rock or Halite (NaCl) will be used as the dissolving
species for the simulation examples presented in this section.
The salt properties (NaCl) are given in Table 1. We carried
out three numerical examples. The first 2D example is used
to validate our own code implementation by convergence
studies and comparing to the results obtained with a Comsol
Multiphysics R© implementation.Wewould like tomention that the
DIM model was validated in [31] against the ALE solutions (sharp-
front model) for dissolution problems, so that we will not repeat it



Table 1

The rock salt properties used for the simulation examples.

Parameter Value Unit

ρs 2.165 × 103 kg/m3

ρl 1.0 × 103(1 + 0.7385ΩAl) kg/m3

µl 1.2 × 10−3 kg/ms

Dsalt 1.3 × 10−9 m2/s

αL 0.01 m

Ωeq 0.27 –

Fig. 5. The 2D geometry used for the simulation example. Salt blocks constitute the

solid phase, water the liquid phase. The inlet (fluid velocity) is located at the left of

the domain and the outlet at the right.

in this paper. The second example corresponds to the dissolution
starting from a three-dimensional cylinder located in a salt block.
The last example corresponds to the dissolution of a salt deposit,
with fresh water vertically injected from the top (inlet).

5.1. 2D simulation

The purpose of this subsection is to validate our own code
by comparing with the simulation results obtained by using
ComsolMultiphysics R©. In ComsolMultiphysics R©, we use Diffusion
equation for Eq. (8) while setting the diffusion coefficient as
0, and use Darcy’s Law (transient analysis) for Eq. (9), and use
Convection–Diffusion equation for Eq. (10). The two-dimensional
geometry used for the simulations is represented in Fig. 5.
This example has two salt blocks (solid phase) with a length
of 7 mm and a width of 2 mm placed symmetrically in a
channel. The channel is 10 mm long and 6 mm wide and both
lateral sides are impervious walls. In Comsol Multiphysics R©,
the whole domain is separated into 5 subdomains (Fig. 5).
These subdomains are identified as solid-phase subdomains and
liquid-phase subdomains, which stand for salt blocks and water,
respectively. Initial εl and ΩAl are set as 0.01 and Ωeq for the salt
blocks, and 1 and 0 for the water, respectively. Rather than that,
no explicit assignment of the solid–liquid interface is required
because of the implicit interface feature of the DIM model. The
Fresh water is injected from the left side to dissolve the salt
blocks and the right boundary is at constant pressure (P0). Gravity
is neglected. Two flow conditions are considered: the advection
dominated condition and the diffusion dominated condition. The
first one is with a constant velocity U0 = 1.0 × 10−5 m/s and the
second one is with a constant velocity U0 = 1.0 × 10−7 m/s. The
referenced Péclet (Pe) numbers are calculated as Pe = U0L/Dsalt

equaling to 20 and 0.2 for each case, where L is the width of the
center channel. Because there is no real porous medium in the
model, we use thewidth of the channel as the characteristic length
lc to calculate the permeability.

To do the validation, we perform the computations using
4 methods: Comsol Multiphysics R©, our own code using the
uniformly fine grid, our own code using the proposedAMR scheme,
and our own code using the traditional AMR scheme presented
in [41]. Fig. 6 plots the mass fraction fields ΩAl and the velocity

vectors V on a 200 × 120 based grid, using the 4 methods under
Pe = 20 and Pe = 0.2 for a time (2000 s) that shows clearly
the dissolution profiles. Apparently, larger Pe leads to a faster
dissolution, generating a gradual concentration distribution across
the interfaces. The AMRmethod smartly tracks the interface using
the finest gridblocks, while using coarser gridblocks elsewhere.

The computational solutions match well in a brief view using
the first three methods, except that using the last method an
inflection of the velocity vectors is observed around the regions
where the fine and coarse cells are in connection. Fig. 7 plots
the velocity along y-direction (Vy) at the central cross section
at Pe = 20 and Pe = 0.2. One sees that using a traditional
AMR scheme leads to fluctuation of velocity, while using the
proposed AMR scheme gives very close solutions compared to
Comsol Multiphysics R©.

Further, we show in Fig. 8 the L2 relative difference of the
solutions between Comsol Multiphysics R© and our own code
computed on the same uniform grid (200 × 120) under different
Pe numbers. The relative difference of the solution is defined by

ǫ =

∫

V
(ψcomsol − ψowncode)

2 dV
∫

V
(ψcomsol)

2 dV
(21)

in which ψcomsol represents the solution obtained by Comsol
Multiphysics R©, ψowncode represents the solution obtained by our
own code, and V is the volume of the domain. It is observed
that the relative differences of both the mass fraction ΩAl and the
magnitude of the velocity V are below 0.01 for all the space steps,
showing a good agreement between the two solvers. The reason
that the relative differences do not change much with the space
steps should come from the intrinsic difference between the FEM
solver (ComsolMultiphysics R©) and the FVM solver (our own code).

Grid convergence studies are performed for Comsol
Multiphysics R© and our own code, respectively, which are shown in
Fig. 9. The L2 relative error is calculated using the following form:

relativeerror =

∫

V

(

ψ(1t,1x) − ψref

)2
dV

∫

V

(

ψref

)2
dV

(22)

in which ψ(1t,1x) represents the solution using an exact temporal
step and spatial step, and ψref represents the solution using
very small time step and space step (because the spatial steps
are different, ψref is the average of the referenced solution over
the volume of the grid block corresponding to ψ(1t,1x)). The
convergence study shows that for both Comsol Multiphysics R© and
our own code, there are approximately a first order accuracy for
the mass fractionΩAl and the magnitude of the velocity V in time
under both Pe conditions. When Pe is large (Pe = 20), there
are approximately a first order accuracy for ΩAl and a second
order accuracy for the magnitude of V in space. When Pe is
small (Pe = 0.2), the order of accuracy is approximately 1.5
for ΩAl and approximately 1.7 for the magnitude of V in space.
These convergence rates are in accordance with the orders of the
numerical schemewe use in which the diffusion term has a second
order accuracy and the advection term has a first order accuracy.
We also notice that the temporal relative errors are much smaller
than the spatial relative errors, i.e., numerical errors from the
spatial discretization are dominating in this case.

The grid convergence studies are then carried out for the
AMR methods. Using the solutions from our own code with
very small uniform spatial steps as the reference, we show in
Fig. 10 the L2-norm relative errors using the proposed AMR
method in this paper and the traditional AMR method presented
in [41]. For the proposed AMR method, it shows that the order
of accuracy is approximately 0.9 for the mass fraction ΩAl, and
is approximately 1.7 for the magnitude of the velocity V , which



(a) Comsol Multiphysics R© solutions (Left: Pe = 20; Right: Pe = 0.2).

(b) Own code solutions using uniformly fine grid (Left: Pe = 20; Right: Pe = 0.2).

(c) Own code solutions using the proposed AMR scheme (Left: Pe = 20; Right: Pe = 0.2).

(d) Own code solutions using the traditional AMR scheme by Forsyth and Sammon [41] (Left:

Pe = 20; Right: Pe = 0.2).

Fig. 6. Plots ofΩAl and velocity vectors V at time = 2000 s under different Pe numbers using 4 different methods.

is a good accuracy. However, for the latter AMR method, the
order of accuracy is approximately 0.7 for the mass fraction ΩAl,
and is approximately 0.5 for the magnitude of the velocity V ,
showing unsatisfying accuracies, especially for the velocity. This is
in accordance with our previous comment on this traditional AMR
method. Therefore, the AMRmethod proposed in this paper shows
a better performance compared with a traditional AMR method
for the DIM dissolution case. Besides that, all these studies have
served as validation test cases for our own code (note that several
other comparisons have been performed in order to check our own
code).

5.2. 3D core-scale simulation

In this example, we simulate the dissolution of a three-
dimensional salt block as sketched in Fig. 11. A salt block is placed
in the center of a box (dimensions: 20 mm long, 10 mm wide, and
10 mm high). A cylindrical hole is drilled in the center of the salt
block with a radius of 2 mm, thus allowing the fluid to go through.
Pure water is injected into the box from the right boundary with
a constant velocity U0 = 10−5 m/s. Water dissolves the salt
solid and the salt solution (brine) leaves the domain from the
left boundary. The other sides have no-flow boundary conditions.
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Fig. 7. Y -direction velocity at the central cross section for the 4 methods under Pe = 20 and Pe = 0.2.

Fig. 8. Relative difference of the solutions between Comsol Multiphysics R© and our own code on the uniform grids under Pe = 20 and Pe = 0.2.

Fig. 9. Temporal and spatial L2-norm relative errors of the solutions using Comsol Multiphysics R© and our own code under Pe = 20 and Pe = 0.2.

Gravity is in the y-direction. While convective instabilities may

arise in the true physical system if density variations are taken into

account and break the symmetry of the geometry, we will only

solve over the half part of the domain, whose axial surface is the

central x–y plane, for our numerical tests purposes. Conditions of

symmetry are imposed on this boundary. The Pe number is about



Fig. 10. Spatial L2-norm relative errors of the solutions using the proposed AMR and the traditional AMR scheme under Pe = 20 and Pe = 0.2.

Fig. 11. Example of a 3D salt block dissolution with a cylindrical hole in the center.

Fig. 12. Temporal and spatial relative errors of the mass fractionΩAl for the 3D example using the AMR and fine grid.

40, and the Rayleigh number Ra, where Ra = 1ρlmax|g |Kmaxd

µlDl
and d is

the diameter of the hole, is about 300 in this case.
We first perform a convergence study for the time steps and

the space steps using the AMR and the fine grid. We compute the
example using 32×16×8, 64×32×16, and 128×64×32 based
grids with a variation of time steps from 1 to 10 s. Because the
three-dimensional computations are extremely expensive with
respect to both the time and memory resources, it is difficult
to obtain the solutions using a very fine grid size with common
desktop computers (this was not the purpose of this study to port
the calculations to special computing facilities). Therefore, we use
Richardson extrapolation to approximate the referenced solutions
which are used in calculating the relative errors (we are aware
that this extrapolation method is not perfect but it is usable when
there is a convergence trend). The L2-norm relative errors of the
mass fractionΩAl are plotted in Fig. 12. It shows that the temporal
relative errors have a first-order accuracy and are much smaller
than the spatial relative errors. The order of the accuracy for space

is approximately 1.2. The spatial relative errors are large using the
32 × 16 × 8, 64 × 32 × 16 grid, and it is about 0.09 using the
128 × 64 × 32 based grid for the AMR. Even though the error
is still not small enough, we use it as a reference for plotting the
computational results to avoid excessive computational time and
memory resources.

We therefore plot the computational results using the 128 ×
64 × 32 based grid, and the AMR grid structure is built with this
fine mesh as the finest level. The maximum time step is set as
10 s. We are able to estimate the Courant number, C = umax1t

1x
,

to be 5.3. Such a value of the Courant number much greater than
1 indicates the advantage of using the implicit scheme with cell-
based methods. For the AMR computations, we set the total level
number equal to 5 and the refinement criteria to var_εl = 0.05
and var_ΩAl = 0.1Ωeq. The time evolution of the salt mass
fraction ΩAl from 1000 to 5000 s is presented in Fig. 13. The
left side is for AMR result and the right side is for the fine-grid
solution. Since gravity is taken into account, natural convection



Fig. 13. Time evolution of the salt mass fractionΩAl using the AMRmethod (left) and fine-grid solution (right). From 1000 to 5000 s, salt block is getting smaller and smaller

due to dissolution. The finest mesh is moving with the solid–liquid interface for the AMR method, showing better computational efficiency. Caused by natural convection,

salt plumes fluctuating with time can be found at the tail of the salt block.



Fig. 14. Time evolution of the porosity εl at the central cross-section using the AMR

method (left) and fine-grid resolution (right).

Fig. 15. The ratio of the grid block numbers betweenAMRand fine-grid resolutions.

induced by the fluid density gradient can be observed with a
fluctuating concentration plume near the downstream and upper
side of the salt block. These numerical results illustrate the ability
of the proposed AMR algorithm to follow such hydrodynamics
instabilities as it also refines the grids where the gradient of the
mass fraction ΩAl is large. In Fig. 14, we plot the time evolution
of the porosity εl in the cross central section (perpendicular to
the x-axis). The computations show that the round-shape tube
cross-section expands with time, and that the upper side is
dissolving faster than the side below due to gravity segregation
(concentration is higher at the bottom or concentration gradient is
lower, leading to a lower dissolving power). The simulation results
agree very well between the AMR and the uniformly fine grid.

For the computational part, the linear matrix system is solved
by an efficient solver PARDISO [51]. The CPU times are 2.2 h and
43.5 hwithAMRanduniform fine grids, respectively (using a single
computerwith an Intel i5-2320 CPU and 16Gb RAM). The CPU time
reduction ratio with the AMR method is about 20 times, which
is very attractive. Of course, using other solvers may change the
ratio. Nevertheless, technical discussions for the competition of
solvers would not be carried out in this paper. Fig. 15 plots the
time evolution of the grid block number ratio between the AMR
and uniform fine grids, showing that the reduction of gridblocks is
pronounced using the AMR. It also shows that the AMR grid block
number increases at the beginning as the salt mass is transported
into the liquid, and then it decreases after a certain time since
the volume of the salt block shrinks, indicating the flexibility and
efficiency of the AMR method tracking the dissolution fronts.

Fig. 13 shows a certain degree of natural convection with
fluctuating salt plumes which mainly happens at the tail of the
salt block interfaces. To some extent, this physical instability is
not as strong as those observed in [31] using a horizontal fracture
with infinite upper and lower planes (which can be simplified as
a 2D horizontal fracture). For comparison purposes, we performed
a 2D simulation case (simplified from 3D infinite fracture) whose
geometry is the projection of Fig. 11 to the x–y planewith the same
other conditions as in the 3D tube case. The salt mass fraction,ΩAl,
at time 100 and 1000 s, is shown in Fig. 16. At early times, i.e., at
t = 100 s in the figure, strong density variations are developing
from the dissolving interfaces, which trigger the development of
a number of dissolution fingers initializing from the top salt wall
where the situation is unstable. At 1000 s, the mass boundary
layers are thicker, hence less prone to salt fingering. At the same
time, convection tends to flush the salt plumes toward the right
domain outlet. Further, we extended the length of the salt block
from 8 to 16 mm and performed another simulation to observe
the impact of the length/width ratio of the fracture on fingering.



Fig. 16. ΩAl for a 2D simulation with gravity at time 100 and 1000 s.

Fig. 17. ΩAl for a 2D simulation with gravity with longer salt blocks at time 100 and 1000 s.
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Fig. 18. Example of 2D-axisymmetrical dissolution using a vertical centered

double-well, with vertical (inner tube) injection-inlet and production-outlet (outer

tube).

Fig. 17 shows that there are more salt plumes in the flow domain,

which is similar to the patterns observed in [31]. The differences

between the horizontal fracture and tube behaviors are not due

to numerical problems but are rather attached to physical and

topological considerations. In the horizontal fracture case, a flat

boundary layer with destabilizing buoyancy effects develops at

the top wall. Hydrodynamic instabilities will develop after some
critical Rayleigh number is reached. On the contrary, in the 3D
tube case, the existence of ‘‘lateral’’ walls ‘‘parallel’’ to gravity will
trigger natural convection as soon as diffusion starts, with the
dense fluid going down from the top along the lateral walls. A
much larger Rayleigh number must be reached in order to get
true salt fingering superposed to these more gentle convective
patterns. Therefore, this study shows that a horizontal fracture
with two upper and lower dissolving planes will generate stronger
gravity-driven physical instabilities, i.e., salt fingering, than the
3D horizontal tube configuration. As far as we know, this finding
was not mentioned in the literature because most references were
focused on fractures with two horizontal sides, such as Dijk and
Berkowitz [52]; Dijk et al. [53]. They also showed that there is
an enhancement of dissolution due to buoyancy patterns at the
upperwall as compared to the lower part corresponding to a stable
boundary layer, which is consistent with our findings and the
results published in [31]. If boundary layers are not perpendicular
to gravity, convective cells start earlier as illustrated in our study
or in the study of dissolution in a vertical fracture by Oltéan
et al. [16].

5.3. Reservoir-scale simulation

In this subsection, we attempt to have a preliminarily study for
large-scale dissolution problems using the DIM method combined
with the AMR methods. We simulate a reservoir-scale dissolution
problem: typically, the dissolution of a salt deposit from a well
injection, as shown in Fig. 18. The well cavity dissolution device
is described by an inner tube and an outer tube drilled into the

Fig. 19. Temporal and spatial relative errors of the mass fractionΩAl for the reservoir-scale example using the AMR and fine grid.



Fig. 20. Simulation results (εl and ΩAl) using AMR method (left) and fine-grid

solution (right) at time = 2 days.

center of the salt deposit. Pure water is injected vertically from the
top into the inner tube with a constant velocity U0 = 0.02 m/s
and the salt solution is produced from the outer tube. The deposit
is 9 m high with a radius of 2 m. The inner tube is 8.9 m long
and has a radius of 0.06 m while the outer tube is 3 m long
with a radius of 0.09 m. Water is injected from the top surface
of the inner tube and is recovered from the top surface of the
outer tube. Other boundaries are regarded as no-flow barriers.
Since the deposit geometry is symmetric, this three-dimensional
problem will be simplified into a two-dimensional axi-symmetric
case, neglecting the potential of bifurcation phenomena breaking
the axial symmetry.

Fig. 21. Cumulative salt production for both AMR and fine grid.

Fig. 22. An enlargement of εl and grid near the bottom side of outlet tube using

AMR at time = 2 days.

We first perform a convergence study for both the time steps
and the space steps. We compute the example using 1152 × 256,
576 × 128, and 288 × 64 based grids with a variation of time
steps from 1 to 10 s. With the same reason as that for the previous
example, we use Richardson extrapolation to approximate the
referenced solutions to calculate the relative error. The L2-norm
relative errors of mass fraction ΩAl are plotted in Fig. 19. It shows
that the temporal relative errors have a first-order accuracy and
are much smaller than the spatial relative errors. The order of the
accuracy for space is approximately 1.1. The spatial relative error
is about 0.07 using the 1152 × 256 based grid for the AMR.

In this case, the 1152 × 256 based grid along the y-axis and
r-axis with the time step to be 10 s is used for showing the
computational results. The Courant number is estimated to be 25,
which also shows the capability to compute under large Courant
numbers using the fully implicit method with the cell-based AMR.
The total grid level for the AMR computation is set to be 5 and the
refinement criteria is set at var_εl = 0.05 and var_ΩAl = 0.03.

The simulation results at time = 2 days are plotted in Fig. 20 for
εl (upper) and ΩAl (below), respectively. The left side is for AMR
results and the right side is for uniform fine grid computations.
The interfaces are artificially diffused by the DIM model to several
centimeters. This is an important contribution to the reservoir-
scale simulations combined with the AMR method. We also show
in Fig. 21 the outlet cumulative salt production. Both figures show



Fig. 23. AMR grid structures at time = 1 day and time = 2 days.

Fig. 24. The ratio of the grid block numbers betweenAMRand fine-grid resolutions.

that the simulation results match very well between the AMR
and uniform fine grid resolutions. We can also observe that the
developedmethod can easily handle geometrical singularities such
as the ones related to the tubing. For example, we show in Fig. 22
an enlargement of εl and grid near the tubing outlet. Dissolution
near this region is well described and calculations do not show any
particular numerical problem, which might not be easily handled
by the sharp-front methods, such as ALE.

During the rock salt dissolution, the interface keeps moving
outward.We plot in Fig. 23 the AMR grid structures at time = 1 day
and time = 2 days. This shows that the finest grid blocks are
found only near the interface. In the other regions, like those deep
inside the salt deposit and those far away from the interface in the
liquid, the gridblocks are very coarse. This is the reason why the
AMR algorithm can be so efficient. Indeed, the CPU times (same
computer as before) were measured to be 1.6 and 49.2 h for AMR
and uniform fine grid, respectively. We also plot in Fig. 24 the
time evolution of the grid number ratio between the AMR and
uniform fine grid resolutions. Besides little fluctuations inherent
to discrete numerical methods, the general trend is an increase
with time as the fluid volume expands. It must be reminded that,
in our simulation case, the concentration gradient is essentially
important near the dissolving interface, in the absence of large
convective phenomena like salt fingering. If such instabilities
would occur, the AMR algorithm could lead to mesh refining in the
fluid volume and reduction of the efficiency.

6. Conclusion

To solve efficiently for the cavity dissolution problems, we

proposed to use a porous medium based diffuse interface

method for the modeling, combining with an adaptive mesh

refinement method to reduce the gridblocks. Numerical examples

were performed on two-dimensional examples to validate the

modeling and the computation by comparing with other software

calculations. A full three-dimensional core-scale example and a

reservoir scale example were carried out to study the behavior

of the moving dissolution front, as well as the mass transport.

The DIM model with the AMR method is found to be able to

capture the natural convection patterns (salt fingering) arising in

some physical configurations, thanks to the refinement criterion

based on the mass fraction variation. We also found out that the

tube configuration could not generate as strong physical instability

as the channel under the same condition, due to stabilizing

effect induced by lateral dissolution. The proposed AMR method

is shown to be very attractive in terms of computational time,

while maintaining a good degree of accuracy. The DIM method

as well as the computational skills will be further improved in

the future along several lines. Gas phase and multi-component

systems will be considered in order to handle more complex

dissolution problems, e.g., carbonate dissolution, CO2 storage.

Higher order schemes for the transport equations as well as better

ODE solvers will be developed. Other momentum equations, like

the Darcy–Brinkman equation, will be to try. Parallelization will

also be added.

Appendix. A novel numerical scheme to calculate the interfa-

cial velocity on the AMR grid

First we perform an integration of the pressure along the path
from the cell-center point (Pi,j in Fig. 2 for instance) to the auxiliary
point (Pi,j;en in Fig. 2 for instance) with the help of Darcy’s Law.
Here, e is short for east and n is short for north; and so forth.
Then, the velocity flux on the interface (ui,j;en in Fig. 2 for instance)
is computed by the pressure difference of this new point and
its neighbor cell-center point (Pi,j;EN in Fig. 2 for instance) using
Darcy’s Law. Details are given in the following. Let us consider the
case that the actual grid block connects with two fine gridblocks
to the east side (see Fig. 2). Then the velocity at the interface of
the actual gridblock (i, j) and the upper gridblock is represented
by ui,j;en, and we use the notation ui,j;es for the case of the lower



gridblock. The actual coarse gridblock is subdivided into 4 sub-
blocks. We assume that the velocity is uniform over each sub-
blocks, for example, sub-block i, j; en has uniform velocities ui,j;en

and vi,j;ne along the x- and y-axis, respectively. According to Eq.
(13), we have

∇P = ρg − µ∗
l K

−1V . (A.1)

In the above equation, we assume the permeability tensor K is
isotropic, K = K I, and the permeability K is a function of εl given
by Eq. (14). Neglecting the variations of ρ,µ∗

l and εl in a coarse cell,
we integrate Eq. (A.1) from location m to n to obtain the following
expression

P|nm =

∫ n

m

(

ρg − µ∗
l K

−1V
)

.dl (A.2)

where P|nm represents the pressure difference between point n and
pointm, and l represents the path vector.

If m represents the location of Pi,j and n the location of Pi,j;en,
then the integration path can be represented by the blue arrows
depicted in Fig. 2. As a result, Eq. (A.2) can be written as

Pi,j;en = Pi,j +
(

ρgx − µ∗
l K

−1ui,j;en

)

1xi,j/4

+
(

ρgy − µ∗
l K

−1vi,j;ne
)

1yi,j/4 (A.3)

where 1xi,j and 1yi,j are the length of the actual grid along the x-
and y-axis, respectively.

Using Eq. (13) the velocities are then given by

ui,j;en = −

(

K

µ∗
l

)

i,j;en





Pi,j;EN − Pi,j

1xi,j/2
− [ρlgx]i,j

−
2

(

ρgx − µ∗
l K

−1u∗
i,j;en

)

1xi,j +
(

ρgy − µ∗
l K

−1v∗
i,j;ne

)

1yi,j

21xi,j



 (A.4)

where u∗
i,j;en and v∗

i,j;ne represent the velocity values of the

converged Newton step, and
(

K
µ∗
l

)

i,j;en
is the harmonic average of

the values of the two cells. Finally, we are able to compute the
velocity fluxes at the interfaces with the help of the numerical
integrations presented above.
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